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ABSTRACT
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Target Costing (TC) are two important phases in product design cycle. This paper proposes a methodology to integrate QFD and TC. TC is a cost management method it makes the planning group focus on the customer requirements and product characteristics for which they are willing to pay for the products. QFD identifies the customer requirements in initial phase of product development. It is a customer driven approach to translate the customer needs into engineering characteristics through product design phase that final product meets the customer requirements. Integration of QFD in TC process takes a greater cost competitive advantages because QFD helps to identify the customer needs which is highly rated by customer. Whereas TC helps in finding the alternatives solution to provide best features in product and providing most optimal substitute of its constituent without sacrificing product quality and features. This paper proposed an integrate approach of QFD and TC implement in initial phase of product development and also described the QFD structure and steps of QFD – TC process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, due to increased global competition, manufacturers face ever changing condition in the market. This keen competition forces manufacturers to focus on innovation for maintaining the desired penetration in the market. New product needs to be manufactured at the most economical price to get good penetration in the market. Need of the hour is to introduce such features in the product which are highly rated by customer’s that to at the most economical price. To achieve above objective QFD integrated with Target Costing (TC) which helps to identify the customer requirement and finding the optimum solution. QFD helps to identify the customer’s requirements, which are highly rated by customers and helps them to reduce to engineering characteristics, whereas TC helps in finding the alternatives solution to provide best features in product and providing most optimal substitute of its constituent.

2. QUALITY FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT
QFD originally developed in Japan and introduced by Dr. Yoji Akao in early 1970. Who first realized the value of this approach in 1969 and wanted to utilize its power during the product design stage so that the product design characteristics could be converted into precise quality control points in the manufacturing quality controls points chart. Akao wrote a paper on this new approach in 1972 and called”hinshitsu tenkai” (quality deployment) [1].

The QFD is a disciplined approach for translating the customer requirements into engineering characteristics and quality assurance point to be used through the production phase. It adopts a customer driven approach and provides a structured way to ensure that the final product meets customer requirements [2]. QFD analysis identifies the relative important of each customer requirements and develops interrelationship between customer requirement and engineering characteristics to assign weights between them. Correlation matrix in QFD helps to measure the relationship of each engineering characteristics and how much they affect each other. Importance ratings for engineering characteristics, is calculated using customer requirements importance ratings and weights assigned to the relationships between customer requirements and engineering characteristics. The final relative weights of each engineering characteristics are determine and focus on it which is highly rated by customers.

QFD enables the design phase to concentrate on the customer requirements, thereby spending less time on redesign and modifications. The saved time has been estimated at one-third to one-half of the time taken for redesign and modification using traditional means. This saving means reduced development cost and also additional income because the product enters the market earlier [3].

2.1 QFD Structure
Phases of Quality Function Deployment: The QFD system consists of the following four interlinked phases [4]. As shown in Figure 1.

Phase I- The first phase of QFD system is House of Quality (HOQ). This translates customer needs (WHATs) into engineering characteristics (HOWs).

Phase II- QFD second phase is parts deployment, which translates key engineering characteristics (new WHATs) determined in the previous phase into parts characteristics (HOWs).

Phase III- Process planning, which translates key parts characteristics (new WHATs) obtained in the previous stage into process operations (HOWs). During process planning, manufacturing processes are flowcharted and process parameters (or target values) are documented.

Phase IV- Finally, the company needs the right production plan to get the processes to run effectively and efficiently. This results in the last phase, production planning, which translate key process operations (new WHATs) into day-to-day production requirements (HOWs).
3. TARGET COSTING

TC is a costing process for determining the selling price that customers are willing to pay for a specific level of product quality. It is a reverse costing methodology, in which the selling price and required profit margin are used to determine the allowable cost for manufacturing a new/existing product [6]. It is not only cost reduction technique but also strategic planning tool because it collects information in planning phase and implement in product designing phase to reduce the cost of product and eliminate non-value function and activity. It is applies in the earlier stage of product development phase as well as throughout entire product life cycle.

\[
\text{Target Cost} = \text{Estimated Selling price - Desired Profit margin}
\]

The use of TC forces managers to change their way of thinking concerning the relationship between cost, selling price, and profitability. The traditional costing mindset has been that a product is developed, production cost is identified and desired profit are determined, and maximum allowable costs are derived. This makes costs dependent on selling prices and either profits or losses will result. However, in TC, a product is developed, selling price and desired profit are determined, and maximum allowable costs are derived. This makes costs dependent on selling prices instead of selling prices dependent on targeted costs. As a result, the incurrence of all costs must be justified which leads to the elimination of unnecessary costs without compromising the product quality and functionality. It takes a holistic view of products and their component, and identifies the opportunities for cost reduction and product improvement [8].

TC is not just the act of setting cost targets. It is an entire value chain process (customer, market analysis, engineer, sales person etc.) to manage an enterprise goal. It begins with understanding market values in terms of what the customer wants and is willing to pay for product. TC develops a market-driven and cost-driven product. Market-driven product needs extensive market research; focus on design characteristics of product, cross functional team and supplier’s evolution. During the cost-driven product development of low-cost products, product developers must constantly focus on the technical function of the product and the processes involved in its manufacturing [9].
4. INTEGRATION OF QFD IN TARGET COSTING

Effective product design requires inter-functional and close relationship between various managerial functions. Determination of customer preferences and satisfaction levels can be achieved by QFD analysis, and target goals for quality and costs using TC method. QFD and TC must be treated as multi-functional team work bringing customers, engineers, designers, accountants and sales people together. It is best implemented by a team that aims to develop the right quality and functionality with proper pricing.

QFD analysis focus on the customer needs in product design while TC process focus on customer desires, product quality, and functionality without increasing cost of product. QFD integrated in TC process helps to manage product costs while promoting the quality specifications by meeting customer needs and helps to eliminate the non value added functions of products [10]. QFD – TC process is shown in Figure 3. The following steps are involved in QFD – TC process [11]:

- Determine the quality specification and functionality
- Target selling price
- Target costing
- Cost break down on cost drivers
- Target costing through product design
- Continuous improvement

Step 1: Determine the quality specification and functionality
The first step in the QFD–TC process is determining the desired quality specifications and functionality, where customer requirements are integrated into the process. This can be done by survey. Questionnaire for the product may be developed and sent to companies to collect data about customer requirements. The identified Customer’s requirement about product and their functionality can be obtain in design phase using QFD analysis. The engineering characteristics that will meet the customer requirements in the product development phase.

Step 2: Target selling price
According to competitive market conditions and customer feedback, target selling price based on what customers are willing to pay for the product, given its functionality, quality, and price of products offered by competitive companies needs to be established. The expected market conditions must be taken into account while determining the target selling price [12].

Step 3: Target cost
Target cost is also called allowable cost. It is determined by the difference between the target selling price and desire profit or profit margin.

\[
\text{Target costing} = \text{Target selling price} – \text{Desired profit margin}
\]

Profit could be reasonable and cover planned costs, additional required investment, and decommissioning or disposal costs over the product’s life cycle. Similarly, the profit margin should be sufficient to support continuous product research and development. Some companies, for example, Sony Corporation, build in more flexibility in establishing the desired profit or target profit margin. There, they allowed for tradeoffs between different products, i.e., within the product group some products will have some profit margins higher and some lower [12].

Step 4: Cost break down on cost drivers
After determining the product target cost, this total cost is allocated to the product components in line with the data obtained from QFD analysis. Analysis of product’s functions is required during the allocation of product component costs. Engineering and accounting information is needed for this analysis.

The allowable cost is determined, after the product components or part cost is identified. The design team uses Value Engineering (VE) to drive down the cost of the product until it meets its overall target cost.

Step 5: Target costing through product design
TC integrated with management tools and technique to identify the opportunity of cost reduction. VE is an operation management tool which supports the TC process. VE is used to design a product at a lower cost by reviewing the functions desired by customers since a large portion of costs are incurred in the design stage. VE supports target costing by re-designing the product to reduce costs without changing quality or functionality. Other management tool used at this stage is Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA). It refers to engineering process designed to optimize the relationship between materials, parts and the manufacturing process. The main purpose of DFMA is to increase quality and reduce the time it takes to market [13].
Step 6: Continuous Improving
Continuous cost reduction can be done through kaizen costing. Kaizen costing focuses on continual small incremental product cost improvements in the manufacturing phase, as opposed to improvements in the design and development phase [14].

5. CONCLUSION
In today’s highly competitive market, the success of company depends upon its capability to meet the customers’ requirement and expectations and that too at the most competitive price. In the proposed integrated approach of QFD and TC aims is to improve the existing product design. Implementing QFD - TC process basically deals with identifying customer requirements and modifying the product to meet those requirements at the identified target cost. TC is a cost management tool usually used to provide cost advantages to the firm in the competitive market. TC integrated with QFD helps to identify the customer expectation in initial phase of product design which helps the TC to choose best alternative of engineering characteristics to reduce the cost of product and improve quality. Managing product costs during product design is not enough, continuous cost reduction activities could continue in the production stage to achieve the overall product target cost. Further scope of study is to the implementation of QFD-TC process in different industries, especially service industry.
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